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Abstract
Review helpfulness prediction aims to prioritize online reviews by quality. Existing methods largely combine review texts
and star ratings for helpfulness prediction. However, star ratings are used in a way that has either little representation capacity
or limited interaction with review texts. As a result, rating information has yet to be fully exploited during the combination.
This paper aims to overcome the two drawbacks. A deep interactive architecture is proposed to learn the text–rating interaction (TRI) for helpfulness modeling. TRI enlarges the representation capacity of star ratings while enhancing the influence
of rating information on review texts. TRI is evaluated on six real-world domains of the Amazon 5-Core dataset. Extensive
experiments demonstrate that TRI can better predict review helpfulness and beat the state of the art. Ablation studies and
qualitative analysis are provided to further understand model behaviors and the learned parameters.
Keywords Review helpfulness · Review texts · Star ratings · Text–rating interaction

1 Introduction
Online reviews play an important role in the e-commerce
ecosystem. Currently, online buyers highly rely on collective wisdom to make informed purchase decisions. A recent
survey [43] shows that over 8 of 10 customers read reviews
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for online retailers. The reviews also help manufactures collect user feedback and improve products. Nevertheless, the
quality of user-generated reviews is uneven [34], susceptible to customers’ background, tolerance of product deficiencies, moods at the time of writing, to name a few. As
the number of reviews grows, locating useful information
becomes increasingly challenging. Many e-commerce platforms gather user voting on review helpfulness for quality
assessment. Still, the voting data are scarce in practice and
even missing in less popular products.
Helpfulness prediction aims to identify and recommend
high-quality reviews to customers in an automatic manner.
The previous literature [2, 22, 44] largely employs review
texts and star ratings for the task. The rationale lies in their
ubiquitousness in contemporary online shopping platforms
and their importance to review helpfulness modeling.
Review texts qualitatively describe reviewers’ opinions
toward product properties. The textual content contains rich
information [16], which is an ideal source [11] for learning helpfulness information. On the other hand, star ratings
[40] provide a more straightforward form to quantify reviewers’ opinions. The valence (positive or negative) [66] and
extremity [15, 45, 57] of ratings are shown to have considerable impact on review helpfulness.
More importantly, the (in)consistency [52, 60, 62]
between review texts and star ratings can also affect a consumer’s helpfulness perception. The text of a review and its
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accompanying star rating can be thought of as the qualitative
and quantitative aspects [68] of the same user experience.
Normally, customers expect the overall opinion of review
content to be aligned with the rating [23] during perusal.
In practice, however, a review’s rating does not necessarily
reflect what is mentioned in the content [65] due to the subjectivity of ratings [30, 56]. As a toy example, Fig. 1 shows
two reviews with the same comments, but different ratings.
In review (b), the mismatching opinions may be considered
careless, over-subjective, or being ironic. Such inconsistency
is likely to cause confusion and diminish the trustworthiness
and thus helpfulness of a review.
Existing methods combine review texts and star ratings
for helpfulness modeling to imitate customers measuring the
(in)consistency. However, star ratings are used in a way that
has either little representation capacity or limited interaction
with review texts. In most studies [17, 54, 58], review texts
are represented in a high-dimensional feature space, whereas
star ratings are used directly. The scalar representation limits
the capacity of rating information as well as its influence on
review texts. To enlarge encoding capacity, [51] treats star
ratings as the final word of its text. The combination is done
by learning star embeddings as part of review text encoding, using convolution neural networks (CNNs) as encoders. CNNs operationalize sliding windows on a text to learn
features from consecutive words. Under this setting, a star
rating only locally interacts with the last few words of a text
and thus has limited interaction. Also, rating information
may lose during text encoding due to the max pooling nature
in CNNs. As a result, the existing methods are far from fully
utilizing rating information.
This work further utilizes rating information for helpfulness modeling. An end-to-end architecture is proposed to
learn text–rating interaction (TRI). To enable equivalent representation capacity, TRI maps review texts and star ratings
into feature vectors of the same dimensionality. To enlarge
the text–rating interaction during combination, text and rating embeddings are first separately learned and then combined. Different from [51] that learns rating vectors as part
of content encoding, the encoding of star ratings is decoupled from that of review texts. As a result, rating information
can interact with all words in a review text. The decoupling
also helps the rating information remain intact and maintain
its global influence on review content. The (in)consistency
between review texts and star ratings is then captured via the
Fig. 1  Consistency between
review texts and star ratings can
affect helpfulness perception
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element-wise interaction between content and rating vectors.
During the interaction, TRI further adopts gating mechanisms to adaptively learn the amount of rating information
needed by review content.
To the best of our knowledge, TRI is the first work that
copes with both the representation capacity of rating information and its interaction with review texts for helpfulness
modeling. The introduced adaptive rating learning mechanism also allows for more flexibility in leveraging star ratings. TRI is evaluated on six real-world domains of online
product reviews. Extensive experiments show that TRI can
exploit the text–rating interaction to improve helpfulness
prediction and outperforms the state of the art. Ablation
studies and qualitative analysis of the learned model parameters further demonstrate the effectiveness of TRI.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys the related work. Section 3 gives the problem
statement of interactive helpfulness modeling. Section 4 presents TRI and its learning components. Section 5 describes
experiment settings used to evaluate TRI against a series of
state-of-the-art methods. Section 6 demonstrates the effectiveness of TRI, conducts detailed ablation studies of the
TRI components, and discusses the behavior of TRI via a
series of qualitative analysis tasks. Finally, Sect. 7 concludes
the paper.

2 Related Work
Review texts have been used as the main source for helpfulness prediction due to the rich information. Combining
review texts and star ratings for helpfulness modeling is also
gaining increasing attention. This section introduces existing methods using sole review content (Sect. 2.1) and the
conjunction of review content and star ratings (Sect. 2.2),
respectively.

2.1 Content‑Based Helpfulness Prediction
Various models [17, 25, 35, 38, 64] have been proposed to
identify helpful reviews. The mainstream solution [44] is
to design feature patterns from review texts, review metadata, and social networks of reviewers. Such methods, albeit
effective, are often product- and domain-dependent. The feature preparation process also requires prior knowledge and


Finally, I bought it! This is the best gaming device I could ever dream about. The graphic card
is top-notch. Although I came to the store a bit
late, the long queue is worth waiting for.


Finally, I bought it! This is the best gaming device I could ever dream about. The graphic card
is top-notch. Although I came to the store a bit
late, the long queue is worth waiting for.

(a) Positive comment with positive rating

(b) Positive comment with negative rating
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tremendous amounts of time. Moreover, the extracted features often suffer from a varying degree of multi-collinearity
[46] (i.e., feature redundancy), which introduces unexpected
noise into the feature space.
The emergence of deep learning [32, 36, 37, 48] is bringing new paradigms into helpfulness prediction. In particular,
CNNs [26, 27] have shown the feasibility in modeling helpfulness information. Saumya et al. [55] employ a two-layer
CNN framework. In [4], helpfulness prediction is considered as a cross-domain task. The authors learn document
embeddings for individual reviews, upon which three separate CNN layers are built to perform knowledge transferring.
Chen et al. [3] extend [4] to study multi-domain helpfulness
prediction. The authors assume that words in a review contribute diversely to helpfulness and propose the embeddinggated CNN (EG-CNN) to identify important/unimportant
words in a review. The aspect distribution [63] of a review
is also incorporated into representation learning.
Following the previous work, TRI develops a CNN-based
architecture to learn features from review texts. Similar to
[3], gating mechanisms are used during content representation learning. Differently, the gates in TRI are not only
used to identify word importance but also to combine word
embeddings and the convoluted features for multi-granularity content representations.

2.2 Interaction Between Review Texts and Star
Ratings
The past decade has seen a large body of studies [2, 22, 44]
relying on both review texts and star ratings for helpfulness
prediction. In most of the feature engineering approaches
[5, 6, 19, 23], rating information is used in conjunction
with review texts by concatenating learned content representations and raw rating values. Several studies [37, 38,
65] consider star ratings as a moderating factor to interact with review texts. In addition to linear rating information, the quadratic term [1, 29, 42] of star ratings is used to
validate the influence of rating extremity on the perceived
helpfulness.
More recently, deep learning techniques have been used to
model more sophisticated text–rating interactions. Qu et al.
[51] proposed two CNN variants to combine review texts
and star ratings. In the first combination method (CM1), a
review’s star rating and its learned content representation
are concatenated following conventional feature engineering. The second combination method (CM2) treats a star
rating as the last word of a review. As such, star ratings are
converted into vectors of the same dimensionality of word
embeddings. The word embeddings and star embeddings
are then concatenated for learning content representations.
Fan et al. [13] formulate review helpfulness prediction as
a multitask neural learning (MTNL) problem. Specifically,
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a character-level CNN framework is employed to learn
continuous features from review texts. The content representation of a review results from the weighted average of
the feature maps using attention mechanisms. The learned
representation is then used to perform two prediction tasks
simultaneously: the classification of review helpfulness and
the regression of the accompanying star rating. The same
training objectives are adopted by [14].
Figure 2 depicts the three main methods utilizing review
texts and star ratings. In (a), star ratings and learned content
representations are concatenated, which cannot capture the
mutual interaction between the two features. Even using ratings as a moderator, the weak interaction is constrained by
the scalar representation of star ratings. In (b), star ratings
are converted into rating embeddings to enlarger encoding
space. Still, rating information has limited interaction with
review texts and may lose [24] during the content encoding
phase. For example, CM2 interacts ratings with texts through
convolution and max pooling. In two extreme cases [5], rating information can dominate the whole representation or do
not influence at all. Conversely, star ratings in (c) are used
as one of the outputs to be predicted. Such methodology
is arguably counterintuitive because it assumes customers
are unaware of rating information when deciding review
helpfulness.
To summarize, although combining review texts and star
ratings has shown promise in predicting helpfulness, the
existing methods either have limited representation capacity of rating information or fail to appropriately establish
the text–rating interaction. As a result, star ratings are constrained from providing direct information to content representations. The potential of interacting review texts with star
ratings has yet to be fully utilized for helpfulness modeling.
Inspired by [12, 51, 68], TRI embeds star ratings to
enlarge the encoding space for rating information. Different from [51], TRI decouples the representation learning of
review texts from that of star ratings to avoid possible loss
of rating information. To the best of our knowledge, TRI is
the first work that takes into account both the encoding and
interactive capability of rating information for helpfulness
modeling.

3 Problem Definition
In this study, helpfulness prediction is formulated as a binary
text classification problem. Most existing studies approach
the task by either classification or regression. This study
adopts the former due to its intuitive and straightforward
output (either helpful or unhelpful) to customers.
Let D be a collection of raw online reviews. Each review
d = (r, s, y) ∈ D is a tuple of its text content s, the accompanying star rating r, and the helpfulness label y ∈ {0, 1}. The
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Fig. 2  Existing approaches
combining review texts and star
ratings
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label y = 0 indicates an unhelpful review and y = 1 helpful.
The goal of helpfulness prediction is to learn a classification
model F parameterized by 𝜃:

F(s, r;𝜃) ⟶ ŷ .

(1)

The model takes as inputs review texts and star ratings, and
learns helpfulness information from their interaction. For
each review, the model then produces a helpfulness label
ŷ that approximates the actual helpfulness y of the review.

4 Text–Rating Interaction Networks
Figure 3 illustrates the TRI architecture. Given a review
d = (r, s, y), TRI starts with transforming the text s into an
embedding matrix 𝐗 and star rating r into an embedding 𝐞′r .
Two TRI components are introduced: The content encoder
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learns content representations 𝐡 from 𝐗, whereas the rating
enhancer learns adaptive rating representations 𝐫 ′ from 𝐞′r .
The two representations are then interacted to jointly learn
the rating-enhanced document embedding 𝐡′ for helpfulness
prediction. The following subsections will give more details
of the two learning components.

4.1 Content Encoder
TRI first learns content representations from review texts.
Let a review text s = (x1 , x2 , … , xN ) be a sequence of N
tokenized words. The content encoder first constructs
the vocabulary V by indexing all unique words in D. An
embedding lookup table 𝐄 ∈ ℝ|V|×d is employed to associate each word x in the vocabulary with a d-dimensional
vector 𝐞x = 𝐄⊤ 𝐱 , where 𝐱 ∈ ℝ|V| is the one-hot encoding of
the word x. Therefore, a text s can be represented by an
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Fig. 3  TRI architecture
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embedding matrix 𝐗 ∈ ℝN×d by simply stacking the embedding of the constituent words:

𝐗 = [𝐞x1 , 𝐞x2 , … , 𝐞xN ].

(2)

The embedding matrix 𝐗 of a text is used for hidden semantic extraction. Previous work has predominantly used recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [33] for text encoding due
to the sequential nature. In RNNs, a memory of occurring
information in a sequence is maintained. Training such
memory is computationally inefficient as it cannot be parallelized over sequential tokens. One alternative is using gated
linear units (GLUs) [10], which allows for parallelization
while maintaining a large range of memory. As such, GLUs
can be thought of as a faster implementation that approximates the behavior of RNNs.
The TRI content encoder is developed upon GLUs for
efficient training. Specifically, GLUs apply two sets of CNN
kernels 𝐖c and 𝐖g of identical shape to learn separate convoluted matrices from 𝐗. The values of one matrix are normalized into [0, 1] and then multiplied by that of the other
to obtain the feature maps 𝐇(𝐗) ∈ ℝN×d:

𝐇(𝐗) = (𝐗 ∗ 𝐖c + 𝐛c ) ⊗ 𝝈 g ,

(3)

𝝈 g = 𝜎(𝐗 ∗ 𝐖g + 𝐛g ),

(4)

where 𝜎 is the sigmoid function and ⊗ the Hadamard product between matrices. The kernels {𝐖c , 𝐖g } ∈ ℝnd×d and
biases {𝐛c , 𝐛g } ∈ ℝd are parameters to be estimated. Each
of the d kernels slides over 𝐗 to compute the convolution on
n consecutive word embeddings 𝐞xi−n+1 , 𝐞xi−n+2 , … , 𝐞xi , where

0 < i < N + n. The missing embeddings are replaced by zero
vectors when i < 0 and i > N .
The use of GLUs for encoding review texts is advantageous. First, GLUs facilitate the training process by
allowing gradients to flow through the encoder layers.
During back propagation, the first addend of the gradient
�
∇𝐇(𝐗) = ∇(𝐗 ∗ 𝐖c + 𝐛c ) ⊗ 𝝈 g + (𝐗 ∗ 𝐖c + 𝐛c ) ⊗ 𝝈 g ∇
(𝐗 ∗ 𝐖c + 𝐛c ) provides a linear path that maintains the scale
of the activated gating units. Such a structure reduces the
gradient vanishing problem in neural networks as more layers are stacked. The linear path can also be thought of as a
multiplicative skip connection [20] between encoder layers.
Secondly, the values of 𝝈 g ∈ [0, 1] enable gating mechanisms on the convoluted features. In this case, each of the
encoded (convoluted) word embeddings is bound with a gate
indicating different word importance. This resembles the use
of gated word embeddings in [3] for multi-granularity text
features. Thirdly, 𝝈 g are further utilized to merge the word
embeddings (low-level information) and feature maps (highlevel information):
�

𝐇 (𝐗) = 𝐇(𝐗) + (1 − 𝝈 g ) ⊗ 𝐗.

(5)

Here, the gates 𝝈 g estimate the ratio of low- and high-level
information required. From the perspective of GRU [7], the
combination can also be thought of as determining how
much new information 𝐇(𝐗) is used to update the previous
memory 𝐗 at each time step. Setting the values of 𝝈 g to 1
considers only the feature maps. In contrast, 𝝈 g = 0 indicates
the exclusive use of the word embeddings.
In TRI, kernels of patch size n = {3, 4, 5} are used
simultaneously to learn hidden semantics from n-grams
in a review. Column-wise max-overtime pooling [8] is then
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applied to obtain the most salient features. Finally, the
pooled features are concatenated and projected via learnable parameters 𝐖h ∈ ℝ3d×m:
]
[
�
�
�
𝐡 = max{𝐇n=3 (𝐗)}, max{𝐇n=4 (𝐗)}, max{𝐇n=5 (𝐗)} 𝐖h ,
(6)
where [,] concatenates the pooled feature vectors. As a
result, the continuous vector 𝐡 ∈ ℝm represents a review
text.

4.2 Rating Enhancer
Subsequently, rating information interacts with the content representation. Without loss of generality, a K-point
Likert scale is assumed for rating. The scale ranges from
1 (least satisfied) to K ∈ ℕ+ (most satisfied), expressing
the level of customers’ satisfaction toward an item. Let
R = {1, 2, … , K} be the collection of all possible star ratings. For instance, Amazon adopts a five-point Likert
scale for star rating, and hence, a rating that accompanies
a review can be one of R = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
Similar to the embedding process of word vectors, each
possible rating r ∈ R is first converted to its the one-hot
encoding 𝐫 ∈ ℝ|K|. The associated m-dimensional vector
�
𝐞r = 𝐄�⊤ 𝐫 ∈ ℝm of a review is then obtained via another
�
lookup table 𝐄 ∈ ℝK×m . Compared with raw ratings (i.e.,
scalars), rating embeddings allow for m times larger capacity for encoding rating information. Moreover, the vectorization leads to higher representation robustness since any
possible noise resided in a raw rating is distributed into
individual dimensions.
′
The rating embedding 𝐞r is set to have the same dimensionality as the content representation 𝐡 to perform element alignment. As discussed, review texts and star ratings
can be thought of as two measurements of the same user
experience. While both measurements take different forms
of output (i.e., words versus a scalar), the latent evaluation criteria that lead to the decisions are highly similar.
This work hypothesizes that such criteria are reflected by
′
individual embedding dimensions. Thus, aligning 𝐡 and 𝐞r
forces the network to encode each criterion into the same
dimension in both embeddings.
The text–rating interaction is established in two steps.
In the first step, the star rating of a review is adjusted
according to its text. In reality, a star rating has various
influences on customers’ helpfulness perception depending on what the review text mentions. Each element of a
learned content representation 𝐡 thus requires rating information differently from the corresponding dimension in
′
the rating embedding 𝐞r . To perform such estimation, a
fully connected gating layer is built upon 𝐡:
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𝝈 r = 𝜎(𝐖⊤r 𝐡 + 𝐛r ),
�

𝐫 � = 𝐞r ⊗ 𝝈 r .

(7)
(8)

The adaptively learned ratios 𝝈 r (parameterized by the
weights 𝐖r ∈ ℝm×m and biases 𝐛r ∈ ℝm ) are then used to
adjust the rating embeddings in an element-wise manner.
The adjusted rating embedding imitates a more realistic
situation that review texts may have sway over customers’
perception of star ratings. Note that setting the ratios 𝝈 r = 𝟏
uses rating information with no adjustment, whereas 𝝈 r = 𝟎
ignores star ratings.
In the second step, the content representation 𝐡 is combined with the adjusted rating embedding 𝐫 ′. Review texts
often contain emotional words expressing user experience.
As a result, content representations are encoded with certain forms of internal emotions. Given that the emotions in
review texts and star ratings can be expressed differently,
the compatibility between the two sources should be taken
into consideration. TRI explores two combination methods.
– Addition: The first method assumes that the internal emotions in review texts and rating information tend to be
more homogeneous. In this case, 𝐫 ′ can be thought of as
element-wise residual correction or refinement on the
emotional components embedded in 𝐡 .

𝐡� = 𝐡 + 𝐫 � .

(9)

– Concatenation: The second method assumes less homogeneity between the internal emotions and rating information. In this case, 𝐫 ′ serves as new information by supplying 𝐡 with additional dimensions.
]
[
𝐡� = 𝐡, 𝐫 � .
(10)
The interactive vector 𝐡′ represents a rating-enhanced review
text. For simplicity, the two methods are henceforth called
TRIAdd and TRIConcat , respectively.

4.3 Training Objective
Finally, the rating-enhanced content representation 𝐡′ is forwarded into a dropout layer, followed by logistic regression
to predict the helpfulness ŷ of one review:

ŷ = 𝜎(𝐖⊤o 𝐡� + bo ),

(11)

where 𝐖⊤o 𝐡′ is defined as 𝐖⊤o 𝐡 + 𝐖⊤o 𝐫 � in TRIAdd and
𝐖⊤o1 𝐡 + 𝐖⊤o2 𝐫 � in TRIConcat . From a mathematical perspective, TRIAdd is a special case of TRIConcat when the two
halves of the weight matrix 𝐖o1 and 𝐖o2 are identical.
Given M training samples, TRI is learned via cross-entropy
minimization:

An Interactive Network for End‑to‑End Review Helpfulness Modeling	

L=−

1 ⊤
̂ + (1 − 𝐲)⊤ log(1 − 𝐲)],
̂
[𝐲 log(𝐲)
M

(12)

where 𝐲̂ are the predicted helpfulness labels and 𝐲 actual
helpfulness labels.

5 Experiment Settings
This section conducts extensive experiments to quantitatively and qualitatively evaluate TRI. Section 5.1 gives a
brief introduction to the datasets and preprocessing steps
used throughout the experiments. In Sect. 5.2, the baselines
using both traditional machine learning algorithms and stateof-the-art deep learning methods are described for performance comparison. Section 5.3 presents hyperparameters
for training TRI and the baseline models.

5.1 Datasets
TRI is evaluated on the public Amazon 5-Core dataset [21].
The original dataset consists of 24 domains, covering 142.8
million reviews collected between May 1996 and July 2014.
Amazon is the largest Internet retailer that has accumulated
large-scale user-generated reviews. The helpfulness of the
reviews is rated by online customers, offering an ideal source
for the review helpfulness prediction task. Amazon product reviews are predominantly used and analyzed in previous studies. Thus, adopting Amazon reviews allows for fair
comparison with previous studies. The analysis results can
also provide practical insights into online business and usergenerated content quality evaluation.
The six largest domains are selected for evaluation,
including Apps for Android, Video Games, Electronics, CDs
and Vinyl, Movies and TV, and Books. A large number of
online reviews ensure sufficient training data for the TRI
Table 1  Example Amazon
review composition
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architecture. For simplicity, the first domain is called D1,
the second D2, and so on. Table 1 shows a random review
from Video Games. Each review contains (1) the ID of a
reviewed product, (2) the helpfulness information, namely
user-provided helpful and unhelpful votes, (3) a star rating, (4) the published date, week, and time, (5) the ID and
name of the reviewer, and (6) a text composed of a summary
headline and detailed comments on the product. This paper
focuses on using the review text and star rating of a review.
The vote distributions presented in Fig. 4 reveal similar patterns that a proportion of reviews have relatively few
votes. Figure 5 demonstrates the review length (i.e., the
number of words) distributions. Overall, the length of most
reviews is within a certain range, with a small number of
outliers being unusually long. Further analysis in Table 2
reveals that the longest review in a domain is on average
ten times longer than 90% of the rest. Figure 6 presents the
review rating distributions. As shown, customers tend to
give positive feedback, with five-star (four- and five-star)
ratings accounting for over half (70%) of the reviews. This
phenomenon is identified as positivity bias [39] in accordance with many existing studies.
The following preprocessing is applied. (1) Blank and
non-English reviews are filtered. (2) For identical and nearly
identical reviews [9], only the ones with the highest number of votes are retained. The sameness detection follows
[25] by examining whether two reviews share more than
80% of their bigram occurrences. (3) To alleviate biases
caused by the “words of few mouths” [53, 67] phenomenon,
reviews with less than 10 votes are skipped. (4) The remaining reviews are then lowercased and tokenized, followed by
removing the articles “a,” “an,” and “the.” Further stop word
removal is not considered since some stop words (e.g., negation) can be useful in building review helpfulness. (5) To
accelerate the training process, the sequence length N for
each domain is set to the one whose word count is larger than

Attribute

Value

Product ID
Total number of votes
Number of helpful votes
Star rating
Review time
Reviewer ID
Reviewer name
Summary headline
Detailed comments

9625990674
17
15
4
Thursday, January 19, 2012 12:00:00 AM
A16SAFL1YSO4HJ
NRage224
Xbox 360 Controller Skin, Black Silicone
This is not the first one of these I have had, in fact this is about my 8th.
There are many different skin types and different skin makers, so
you have to judge each on it’s own merit. My controller skin arrived
today, well ahead of expected delivery, just as described solid black
and silicone. Fit is just perfect, and installation had no [...]

Typos and capitalization in the original reviews are intentionally preserved
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Fig. 4  Review vote distributions

Fig. 5  Review length distributions

Table 2  Review length
difference

Length

D1

D2

D3

D4

D5

D6

At 100th percentile
(maximum)
At 90th percentile
Multiples

1641

5531

5143

4813

5234

5441

109
15.06

757
7.31

546
9.42

469
10.26

549
9.53

517
10.52

90% of the reviews. In our preliminary experiments, training
vanilla CNNs on the original and truncated reviews have little difference in performance, but the latter on average takes
one-tenth of the parameters of the former.
The preprocessed reviews are labeled as follows. Amazon allows for dichotomous options for review helpfulness.
Following prior research [17, 31, 37], a review is labeled as
helpful if at least 60% of its received votes are helpful, and
labeled as unhelpful otherwise. The reviews in one class are
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then randomly sampled to have the same number of reviews
as the other for class balance.
For each domain, reviews are partitioned using the
stratified random split scheme. The whole collection of
reviews is first shuffled. Subsequently, 80, 10, and 10% of
the reviews are randomly selected, respectively, to build
the training, validation, and test set. During the selection,
the percentage of samples for each class is preserved.
Throughout the paper, TRI and the baselines are trained
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Fig. 6  Review rating distributions

on the training set, tuned on the validation set, and evaluated on the test set treated as unseen data.
To reduce computational consumption, only the top
30 k frequent terms are kept as vocabulary. In the preliminary experiments on small datasets D1 and D2, the performance of using the top 30 k terms is similar to that of
using the full vocabulary, showing the feasibility in training models without less frequent terms. Finally, numeric
values in the reviews are replaced by < 𝙽𝚄𝙼 > , whereas
out-of-vocabulary words are altered by < 𝚄𝙽𝙺 >.
Table 3 demonstrates the descriptive statistics of the
six domains sorted by data size in ascending order. From
left to right, the six types of statistics are (1) the total
number of reviews, (2) the total number of tokens, (3) the
average number of tokens per review, (4) the total number of sentences, (5) the average number of sentences per
review, and (6) the average number of tokens per sentence.
A token is clarified as an instance of a sequence of characters, which results from tokenization in the preprocessing
steps. The concept of a token is similar to that of a word
Table 3  Descriptive statistics
of the balanced domains after
preprocessing

except that a token does not necessarily have to be a valid
English word.

5.2 Baseline Methods
TRI is benchmarked against twelve baselines, including
seven traditional machine learning methods and five stateof-the-art deep learning architectures. Note that the PRHNet model [14] uses extra product information for training,
which is unfair to TRI and thus skipped.
– TFIDF + SVM: Unigrams have been proved robust and
effective in many text mining applications. This baseline
trains linear SVM classifiers on TFIDF representations of
review unigrams, where terms with document frequency
fewer than 1% of the training samples are ignored.
– Recent word embeddings learned from shallow neural
networks also show promising performance. Following [11], three types of pretrained embeddings are used.
SVM classifiers are then trained on review representa-

Domain

#Reviews

#Tokens

#Tokens
#Reviews

#Sentences

#Sentences
#Reviews

#Tokens
#Sentences

D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6

20,416
23,100
33,962
105,934
164,052
306,430

1,204,921
7,714,545
8,515,804
23,941,259
42,152,922
74,261,016

59.02
333.96
250.75
226.00
256.95
242.34

106,242
468,771
536,704
1,461,680
2,500,454
4,384,372

5.20
20.29
15.80
13.80
15.24
14.31

11.39
16.48
15.52
16.57
16.72
16.28

Apps for Android
Video Games
Electronics
CDs and Vinyl
Movies and TV
Books
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tions. The embedding of a review is the average of that
of its constituent words, where out-of-vocabulary words
are ignored.
– SGNS + SVM: This baseline adopts the 300-dimensional distributed embeddings [41] trained on 100
billion words from Google News.
– GV + SVM: This baseline adopts the 300-dimensional Global Vectors [50] trained on 840 billion
words from Common Crawl.
– DS + SVM: This baseline employs the Skip-gram
model [41] to train domain-specific word embeddings on each domain of the preprocessed reviews.
– Sentiment analysis also shows strengths in modeling
helpfulness prediction. Following [11, 64], two finegrained sentiment dictionaries are considered. SVM classifiers are then trained on extracted sentiment features.
– LIWC + SVM: The Linguistic Inquiry and Word
Count dictionary [49] presets 93 categories for contemporary English, including social and psychological states. The dictionary covers almost 6400 words,
word stems, and emoticons.
– GI + SVM: General Inquirer [59] attaches syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic information to part-ofspeech tagged words. The dictionary contains 11,788
words assigned to 182 specified categories.
– RAT + SVM: This baseline trains linear SVM classifiers
on the sole star rating information of reviews.
– CNN [26]: The vanilla CNN architecture for sentence
classification.
– EG-CNN [3]: A variant of the vanilla CNN architecture
where character embeddings and word-level embedding
gates are used before convolution.
– CM1 [51]: A variant of the vanilla CNN architecture
where raw rating values and content representations are
concatenated.
– CM2 [51]: A variant of the vanilla CNN architecture
where rating vectors and word embeddings are concatenated to learn content representations.
– MTNL [13]: A variant of the vanilla CNN architecture
for multi-task learning, with character and word embeddings as inputs, attention on the convoluted feature maps,
and raw rating regressing as the secondary task.

5.3 Hyperparameters and Training
The lookup table 𝐄 in neural architectures is initialized
with domain-specific word embeddings. Once initialized,
𝐄 is kept non-static during training in the CNN baseline
and static in other neural architectures, which is determined
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by the validation set of each domain. The lookup table 𝐄
for mapping raw star ratings is randomly initialized from a
uniform distribution in the range [−0.05, 0.05].
Inside TRI, the content representation dimensionality
is set to m = d = 200 . The rating scale of K = 5 levels is
adopted following Amazon and many contemporary e-commerce platforms. Rectified linear units are used for feature
activation. Dropout operations of rate 0.5 are conducted on
the penultimate layer to randomly mask half of the layer
outputs. The remaining network weights are initialized
using the Glorot uniform initializer [18]. Neural weights are
updated through stochastic gradient descent over shuffled
mini-batches using the mini-batch size of 64 and the Adam
[28] update rule. Early stopping is performed when the validation loss has no improvement for 10 epochs.
The other neural baselines are re-implemented following the original hyperparameter setting in the papers except
for word vector initialization. The penalty term C in SVM
is chosen via a grid search of {0.01, 0.1, 1}. In cases where
raw star ratings are used (either alone or in conjunction with
other features), the values in R are normalized into values
between 0 and 1 via { K1 , K2 , … , KK }. The normalization helps
prevent raw rating values from distorting differences in the
ranges of values of other features. For K = 5, the normalized
star ratings are R = {0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1}.
For result reproducibility, all randomization processes
involved in the paper are initialized with the same random
seed. For result reliability, all neural models are trained and
evaluated five times on each domain to report the average
accuracy. SVM-based models are run once since the results
are deterministic.

′

6 Result Analysis and Discussions
This section investigates TRI from several perspectives. Section 6.1 demonstrates the effectiveness of TRI. Section 6.2
performs ablation studies to validate individual TRI components. Section 6.3 compares the two rating enhancement
methods TRIAdd and TRIConcat , and discusses their performing behaviors. Finally, Sect. 6.4 provides qualitative analysis
of the learned model weights (i.e., document embeddings,
rating embeddings, and adaptive rating gates), followed by
case studies.

6.1 Comparison with Baseline Methods
Table 4 reports the prediction accuracy of TRI against the
baselines in helpfulness prediction. The bold results indicate
models achieving the highest accuracy in each domain. TRI
results higher than the baselines are in italics.
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Model

D1

D2

D3

D4

D5

D6

TFIDF + SVM
SGNS + SVM
GV + SVM
DS + SVM
LIWC + SVM
GI + SVM
RAT + SVM
CNN
EG-CNN
CM1
CM2
MTNL
TRIAdd
TRIConcat

67.68
67.58
68.66
68.76
66.16
63.76
70.47
70.38
70.60
71.09
71.00
67.79
72.24***
72.04***

76.71
75.15
74.94
75.54
73.94
69.18
77.45
77.60
78.21
77.82
77.99
75.60
79.00***
78.37

75.66
73.28
73.34
74.72
70.78
67.07
78.08
77.50
78.63
78.58
79.37
75.21
80.06**
80.22***

82.52
81.02
81.06
81.97
76.99
72.07
85.85
84.04
85.01
84.85
85.39
82.45
87.01***
87.22***

78.58
77.26
77.41
77.92
72.25
70.75
82.13
80.76
81.50
81.37
81.49
78.42
83.58***
83.50***

75.03
73.91
74.04
74.32
68.58
67.04
78.15
77.81
78.38
78.26
78.52
75.72
80.45***
80.57***

∗ (p < 0.1), ∗∗ (p < 0.05), ∗∗∗ (p < 0.01)

In brief, TRI outperforms the baselines by approximately
1–5% in accuracy across domains. Both TFIDF + SVM
and RAT + SVM set strong baselines for helpfulness prediction. The three types of pretrained word embeddings
SGNS + SVM, GV + SVM, and DS + SVM achieve comparable performance to TFIDF + SVM, with far fewer
dimensions at the price of about 1% loss in accuracy across
domains. In particular, DS + SVM produces the highest performance, showing the necessity of using domain-specific
word embeddings for neural model initialization. The two
sentiment baselines LIWC + SVM and GI + SVM, however,
are the worst among all baselines, suggesting that review
sentiment alone may be insufficient for helpfulness learning.
The neural architectures except MTNL outweigh traditional ones in learning helpfulness information. CM2 on
average achieves the closest performance to TRI. As will
be discussed in Sect. 6.2, the effectiveness of CM2 is due
to the vectorized encoding of rating information, which can
be thought of as an implicit form of text–rating interaction.
This again confirms that combining review content and
ratings can assist in learning more expressive helpfulness
information. Surprisingly, MTNL is worse than CNN and
even traditional baselines in certain domains. The mediocre results require further investigation on the influence of
review domains, data size, and model hyperparameters on
model performance.
Table 5  Performance of TRI
variants

The effectiveness of TRI demonstrates the importance
of the text–rating interaction. As discussed, review texts
expresses the qualitative aspects of user opinions. The same
opinion can also be measured quantitatively by the accompanying star rating. Whether the two perspectives are consistent can influence readers in perceiving review helpfulness.
TRI aims at capturing such consistency during helpfulness
modeling, which leads to improvement over the baselines.
In the following subsections, the learned interactions will be
discussed in further detail.

6.2 Ablation Studies
The following four TRI variants are considered to better
understand the model behavior. Each variant disables a
learning component of TRI to validate the change of model
performance. Table 5 illustrates the accuracy of the four variants. Overall, TRI outperforms any of its variants, showing
the necessity of the proposed TRI learning components to
achieve the performance.
– TRIPlain : The first variant uses only the content encoder.
During model training, the adaptive learning gates in
Eq. (8) are fixed to zero values 𝝈 r = 0 to exclude rating
information. The learned content representations 𝐡 are
then used to predict review helpfulness.

Variants

D1

D2

D3

D4

D5

D6

TRIPlain
TRINon-adaptive (Add)
TRINon-adaptive (Concat)
TRIRaw-ratings

70.35
71.97
72.33
70.36

77.89
78.23
78.83
77.38

78.81
80.04
79.86
78.79

85.09
86.80
86.89
85.12

81.55
82.90
82.93
81.43

78.55
80.00
79.92
78.75
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– TRINon-adaptive : The second and third variants remove
the adaptive learning of rating information. To this end,
the gates, respectively, in TRIAdd and TRIConcat are set to
𝝈 r = 1. During training, the full amount of rating information will flow into the learned content representations
𝐡 . The final representations 𝐡′ are then used for helpfulness prediction.
– TRIRaw-ratings: The fourth variant downgrades rating representation from vectorized embeddings to raw values.
Similar to the CM1 baseline, the ratings 𝐫 and learned
content representations 𝐡 are concatenated to represent
helpfulness.
Three comparison tasks are designed to further validate
(1) the effectiveness of the review content encoder, (2) that
of the gating mechanisms used for adaptive rating learning,
and (3) that of the text–rating interaction. Table 6 summarizes the comparable items for each task.
6.2.1 Effectiveness of the Review Content Encoder

TRIPlain is compared against CNN and EG-CNN to evaluate
the effectiveness of TRI in encoding semantics. As shown in
the table, TRIPlain is more capable of helpfulness prediction
than other baseline encoders. The success of the TRI content
encoder mainly lies in the gated combination utilizing both
high- and low-level contextual text features. Compared with
EG-CNN, however, TRIPlain is less effective on D1 and D2
since the two datasets have relatively higher out-of-vocabulary rates. EG-CNN tackles the issue by adopting subword
information. In addition, TRIPlain achieves superior results
to CM1 on most of the domains and even outperforms CM2
on D5 and D6. This indicates that the TRI content encoder
may be able to learn deeper domain-specific semantics that
is partly related to rating information.
6.2.2 Effectiveness of the Gating Mechanisms

TRIAdd and TRIConcat are compared against their non-adaptive counterparts to demonstrate the effectiveness of learning adaptive rating information. According to the table, the
gating mechanisms improve helpfulness prediction in most

Table 6  Three comparison tasks
Task

Comparable items

Content encoder
Gating mechanisms

TRIPlain against CNN and EG-CNN
TRIAdd and TRIConcat against
TRINon-adaptive (Add) and TRINon-adaptive (Concat)
TRIAdd , TRIConcat , TRINon-adaptive (Add), and
TRINon-adaptive (Concat) against TRIRaw-ratings

Text–rating
interaction
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cases. The comparison confirms the importance of controlling rating information flowing into review content during
text–rating interaction. From a macro-perspective, certain
reviews may lack adequate product features for building
helpfulness representations. In this case, rating information
plays a complementary important role. From a micro-point
of view, the learned content representations encode the
n-gram information from reviews. Different n-grams (e.g.,
“the best movie” and “the movie is”) require varying degrees
of rating information. The gating mechanisms handle such
requirements by assigning adaptive weights to each rating
dimension.
On D1 and D2, TRIConcat learns better review representations under a non-adaptive setting. One plausible reason
is that TRIConcat has higher model complexity than TRIAdd .
When adaptive rating learning is enabled, the former
involves even more training parameters. For small datasets, the lack of training data may limit model performance.
Nonetheless, the difference in accuracy between the two
models is trivial.
6.2.3 Effectiveness of the Text–Rating Interaction
The four models, TRIAdd , TRIConcat and their non-adaptive
counterparts, are compared against TRIRaw-ratings to highlight
the effectiveness of the text–rating interaction used in TRI.
According to the table, the four models significantly beat
TRIPlain by about 1–2% in accuracy, whereas the improvement in TRIRaw-ratings is trivial. This further confirms that
TRI is more effective in capturing the relationship between
review texts and star ratings. Three factors are essential to
text–rating interaction. (1) Star rating vectorization allows
for a larger representation capacity of rating information. (2)
Decoupling the encoding of rating embeddings from that of
review content maintains the influence of rating information.
(3) Element alignment between content and rating vectors
further provides more accurate and direct information flow.
It is worth noting that TRIRaw-ratings is slightly inferior to
TRIPlain in several domains. The degradation probably results
from review valence in texts incompatible with that in ratings. As discussed, the content encoder in TRI can, to a
certain extent, learn latent features that are related to rating
information. Since ratings are not distributed and adaptive
rating learning is unavailable in TRIRaw-ratings, attaching raw
ratings to the learned content representations may introduce potential redundancy and noise that harm the model
performance.

6.3 Comparison Between the Combination Methods
Table 4 compares the performance between TRIAdd and
TRIConcat . As shown, one rating enhancement method does
not consistently outperform another. The justification is the
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emotional homogeneity between review texts and star ratings. Recall that the last fully connected layer in TRIConcat
can be thought of as employing separate matrices to transform the learned content and rating representations. TRIAdd
is a special case of TRIConcat in which the two matrices are
shared, assuming higher homogeneity between the two
sources. In domains where internal emotions in reviews texts
are inadequate, TRIConcat may be more capable than TRIadd
in performing text–rating interaction. Marco et al. [47] draw
a similar conclusion that even using the same feature set can
lead to domain-dependent performance. In their experiments
on CD-related and movie-related reviews, the authors attribute similar performance to the two domains having more
homogeneous products. In contrast, the electronic domain
whose performance is far different includes many different
types of products.
To further support the argument, the LIWC sentiment
analysis is conducted to explore the emotional components
of each domain. The analysis aims at showing the average
percentage of words in reviews that possess either positive
or negative emotions. As Table 7 reports, the three domains
D1, D2, and D5, on which TRIAdd outperforms TRIConcat ,
also possess higher ratios of emotional components. Given
that the ratios are not proportional to the performance gains
and threshold for emotion adequacy is unclear, the choice
between TRIAdd and TRIConcat on new domains may require
further domain-specific analysis. Nonetheless, TRIAdd is recommended since it entails less training parameters and yet
yields similar performance.

6.4 Qualitative Analysis
Four qualitative analysis tasks are conducted to provide
more straightforward and explainable evidence of the effectiveness of TRI. As an example, D4 is selected to investigate
the learned model parameters.
6.4.1 Learned Document Embeddings
The first task illustrates the learned document embeddings
used for helpfulness prediction. Specifically, the representations learned by TRIAdd and TRIConcat are compared
against that by the TFIDF and CNN baselines. For each
model, the output of the penultimate layer in Eqs. (9) and
(10) is first computed. Dimensionality reduction via t-SNE

Table 7  Average ratio of
emotional words across domains

Positive emotion (%)
Negative emotion (%)
Sum (%)

[61] is then applied to obtain the two-dimensional vector
representations.
Figure 7 presents the predicted document embeddings
after training. As shown, review representations learned by
the TFIDF + SVM baseline are mixed and the least separable. The vanilla CNN framework provides improved separability to distinguish one class from another. Still, there
remain considerable overlaps between helpful and unhelpful
reviews, in particular around the horizontal center. As for
TRIAdd and TRIConcat , different classes of reviews are further pushed to opposite directions and a clear boundary is
observed, showing the effectiveness of TRI using text–rating
interaction for helpfulness prediction.
6.4.2 Learned Rating Embeddings
The second task studies the learned rating embeddings in
TRIAdd and TRIConcat to understand the mutual relationship
among different star rating levels. Following text classification conventions, the closeness between two rating embed′
′
𝐞r1 and 𝐞r2 is computed as their cosine similarity
dings
�
�
𝐞r1 ⋅𝐞r2
�

�

‖𝐞r1 ‖‖𝐞r2 ‖

∈ [−1, 1]. The closer a returned score is to 1 (−1),

the more similar (dissimilar) the two star levels are; 0 similarity indicates decorrelation.
Figure 8 illustrates the star rating similarity matrix, where
the relationship between the five levels of star ratings is analyzed. Overall, the computed similarity values in TRIAdd and
TRIConcat are both in compliance with the common understanding of star ratings. Take the one-star rating in TRIAdd
as an example, its similarity with other ratings is inversely
proportional to the star level. Also, a star level’s previous
and next neighbor possess closer similarity than the other
levels. This shows that TRI can learn meaningful and effective rating embeddings.
The learned embeddings also reveal how customers perceive the meaning of star ratings. As discussed, star ratings
quantitatively reflect customers’ opinions and thus provide
a reference sentiment for user satisfaction toward an item.
While there is a consensus that one- and two-star (four- and
five-star) ratings are perceived as negative (positive) experience, the perception of three-star reviews is usually ambiguous. As shown in the figure, the drastic drop in the similarity
between three- and four-star rating clearly shows two polarity groups. The apparent division offers convincing evidence
into rating-based review sentiment acquisition. Instead of

D1

D2

D3

D4

D5

D6

7.17
2.37
9.54

4.78
2.45
7.22

3.57
1.49
5.05

4.66
1.96
6.62

4.41
2.60
7.01

4.03
2.23
6.25
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Fig. 7  t-SNE projection of
the document embeddings
learned by a the TFIDF + SVM
baseline, b the vanilla CNN
framework, c TRIAdd , and d
TRIConcat . Blue and red points
mark helpful and unhelpful
reviews, respectively

Fig. 8  Similarity between the
learned rating embedding of
individual star levels. Blue
(Red) color indicates positive
(negative) similarity

separating reviews into positive, neutral, and negative ones,
dichotomization is a more realistic solution, with one-, two-,
and three-star reviews being negative, and four- and fivestar positive. The reason for three-star ratings being treated
as a negative emotion is highly related to the online social
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context. As pointed out by [34], customers tend to provide
positive feedback, which diminishes the neutrality of threestar ratings.
The aforementioned findings can hopefully inspire
improvement on the Likert-based rating systems used for
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quantifying customer satisfaction. Since customers tend to
express opinions dichotomously, adjustment can be made
to emphasize the positivity and negativity of customer
opinions. For instance, four-point Likert scales or Yes/
No questions.
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6.4.3 Learned Adaptive Rating Ratios
The third task investigates the dependence of review content on rating information. Figure 9 plots the gates 𝝈 r in
Eq. (8) learned by TRIAdd . The results of TRIConcat are similar to TRIAdd and thus skipped. Due to limited space, only
the first 60 helpful and unhelpful samples in the testing

Fig. 9  Learned amount of rating
information required by texts
in a helpful and b unhelpful
reviews
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Table 8  Examples of real-world reviews influenced by their star ratings
Review

Rating

Helpfulness

a. Sleeper:
I listened to and admired Natalie Merchants voice before anyone knew who she was with 10,000 Maniacs back in the
80s. I love her voice - truly original and beautiful but this CD is a sleeper, I have to admit. And everyone - it’s only
$13.99 at Target (regular price). :)
b. Generally good stuff:
An amazingly British album (which may be why I don’t “get” it all). The arrangements are quite busy, and the songs
and lyrics are pretty good to fantastic. I was slightly disappointed in the lack of truly “hook-y” songs - I only find
myself singing a few of these the next day. “Girls and Boys,” “To the End,” and the punk-y “Bank Holiday” are my
favorite tracks. A pretty good album, which has all the earmarks for them putting out a phenomenal one later.
c.Loud perfection:
This is surely a fine recording, so perfect in its imperfection, a little too loud and arrogant for my taste. I don’t know if
it’s the conductor or the orchestra, but I feel uneasy every time I listen to this powerful performance, and Volodos in
spite of his great talent cannot erase that feeling.
d.Rerelease sadly doesn’t include missing videos:
When this was originally released a few years ago, I was disappointed at the omission of several videos. When I heard
it was being rereleased, I hoped they would include them on the new version. Nope. That’s the only reason I gave
this 4 instead of 5 stars. What’s there is great, but the sins of omission are unforgivable. Well, maybe if they release
it a third time...

 1—0—0

 1—0—0

 1—0—0

 0—1—1

From left to right, each triplet indicates (1) the text-only helpfulness predicted by CNN, (2) the text–rating interactive helpfulness predicted by
TRIAdd , and (3) the ground truth

set are demonstrated. Each column consists of 200 adaptively learned ratios, respectively, determining the amount
of rating information needed by a review’s learned content
representation. The ratios ranging from 0 to 1 indicate the
importance of individual rating embedding dimensions.
Overall, unhelpful reviews rely higher on rating information to achieve accurate helpfulness predictions. The average gate ratio (dependency on rating information) of helpful reviews is 48.89%, whereas the number for unhelpful
review is 64.32%. For some reviews, the texts per se possess
comparably adequate helpfulness information, and thus, less
dependency on rating information is required. For instance,
only a few dimensions in helpful review #14, #41, and #56
seek assistance from star ratings; unhelpful reviews #8 and
#15 behave similarly. In contrast, rating information is in
high demand in many other reviews, such as review #18,
#37, and #39 in the helpful class and review #9, #10, #39,
and #40 in the unhelpful class.
Several gates have high/low gate activation regardless
of helpfulness categories. For example, gate #146 has a
low dependency on rating information in both helpful and
unhelpful reviews. Gates #27, #70, #92, and #181, however, are highly dependent on star ratings in both classes.
More interestingly, some gates adapt exclusively to one
type of reviews: Gate #133 and #190 favor the helpful class,
whereas gate #47 and #48 are far more important to unhelpful reviews.
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6.4.4 Case Studies
In the fourth task, the effectiveness of TRI is demonstrated
with real-world examples. Table 8 showcases four reviews
randomly chosen from the test set. The CNN baseline is used
for non-rating helpfulness prediction, whereas TRIAdd is used
for establishing the text–rating interaction. In review (a), the
author appreciated the CD product overall, but was dissatisfied with the price. Since readers did not expect such a
comment would lead to a one-star rating, the contrast makes
the review less helpful. Similarly, the mismatch between the
text and rated star in review (b) confuses helpfulness perception. Review (c) marks an opposite situation where relatively negative comments were rated four stars, weakening
the convincing power. Although review (d) mostly expressed
negative opinions, the author suggested that the disappointment is rather regretful feelings than dissatisfaction. The
four-star rating further validates and reinforces the impression, which brings high trustworthiness. The aforementioned
samples provide strong evidence that text–rating interaction
plays an important role in the perceptual process of review
helpfulness.

7 Conclusion and Future Work
This paper has presented TRI, a deep neural architecture
that learns the interaction between review texts and star
ratings for helpfulness prediction. In contrast to prior
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work that underdevelops rating information, TRI originally (1) enlarged the encoding space of star ratings, (2)
allowed for adaptive rating information learning, and (3)
maintained the influence of star ratings when interacting
with review texts. Extensive experiments on real-world
datasets have shown the effectiveness of TRI in utilizing
rating information and capturing the text–rating interaction. Ablation analysis of the TRI components further confirmed that both establishing the text–rating interaction
and using adaptive rating learning are critical in improving
prediction performance. Qualitative analysis of the trained
parameters along with case studies offered insights and
discussions for better understanding the TRI behaviors.
From a practical perspective, TRI can be hopefully integrated into existing helpfulness prediction systems. TRI
takes as input review texts and star ratings for helpfulness modeling; both are standard components of a review
on nearly all contemporary e-commerce platforms. Two
common integration methods are available. When TRI is
used as a means for feature representation, the document
embedding of a review learned by TRI can be used to
complement that learned by an existing system. The two
sets of features are then combined, upon which classification/regression algorithms are applied for final helpfulness
prediction. Alternatively, TRI can be regarded as another
base estimator in addition to the existing system. The final
helpfulness of a review will be determined based on the
predicted labels from the two (or even more) models, using
max voting, weighted average, or more advanced ensemble
learning techniques.
There remain several directions to be addressed. (1)
Further sensitivity analysis of the TRI hyperparameters
will be conducted to investigate model performance, in
particular the dimensionality of word vectors, content
representations, and rating embeddings. (2) Frequent
text–rating interaction patterns and domain-specific characteristics will be summarized from the trained models.
Further investigation on the gating behaviors and the
discrepancy (if any) in text–rating interaction between
domains can hopefully offer more insights. (3) More
advanced approaches will be developed to further address
the interpretation of individual rating embedding dimensions and their relationship with review texts. (4) The
interaction between review texts and star ratings will be
constructed using more sophisticated structures such as
attention mechanisms or sentence-level rating information.
The diversity between reviewers in giving star ratings will
also be considered. (5) The extent to which existing review
characteristics (e.g., review length, text valence) affect the
text–rating interaction will be studied. The characteristics will also be included in TRI for multi-characteristic
interaction. (6) Inspired by existing studies working on
transfer learning, the learned interactive knowledge from
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one domain will be applied to another. It is also interesting
to build an integrated model for multi-domain helpfulness
prediction.
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